
Agile Mentors: http://www.agilementors.com 
 
IBM Champions for Rational: 
http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/rational/champions/ 
 
Global Rational User Community: http://www.rational-ug.org 
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http://www.visteon.com/products/electronics/  



A new electronics enterprise with the scale, size and growth potential to be a game-
changer in the cockpit electronics ecosystem  
 
• Visteon has more than 10,500 employees located at 24 manufacturing, 8 global 

engineering and 15 regional technical centers in 20 countries. 
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This slide shows some of the key vehicles that will be launching in 2014 with 
electronics content from our newly combined electronics business.  
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Agile Framework 
Define a flexible and scalable approach 

Definitely not a “one-size-fits-all” 
Including Scrum & XP within Disciplined Agile Delivery 

Encourage practice contributions from community 
Ensure practitioners feel like they “own” the approach 

Provide default templates and tools schema 
Recommended, not mandated 

Align to corporate product development lifecycle and industry compliance 
frameworks 

Automotive SPICE, ISO26262, CMMI, … 
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People Development 
Encourage a change in leadership behaviour 

Facilitate a culture of trust & empowerment 
Adjust the measures for reward & recognition  

A combination of team success and personal improvement 
Increase breadth of skills  

Reduce people’s alignment to skills silos 
Update key behaviour set 

e.g. teamwork, ownership, accountability 
 
People Allocation 
Reduce context-switching for key roles and skills 

Maintain a level of focus for each individual in an Agile team 
Identify potential Agile to Visteon role mappings 

Encourage the right skills to play the right Agile role 
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Estimation 
Refine up-front estimation practices  

Recognise the need for broader set of activity throughout project 
Integrate sprint estimation techniques  

Utilise team estimation and sprint trends to re-estimate to complete 
Improve the capture of actual effort 

Use project data to refine the up-front estimation process 
 

Planning & Reporting 
Reduce reliance upon long-term speculative detail 

Long-term product milestones supported by short-term detail 
Utilise increased transparency of progress 

Build trust for project managers through real-time measures 
Ensure a standard Definition of Done meets stakeholder needs 

Sprint results can be demonstrated and “shipped” 
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Requirements Capture 
Enhance contractual scope definition 

Define client engagement obligations  
Establish collaborative requirements capture 

Allowing for dynamic and just-in-time requirements definition 
Enhance Product Owner skills 

Project team engagement and “story” definition 
 

Documentation 
Establish a continuous documentation approach 

Capturing incrementally in alignment to the Definition of Done 
Encourage the use of collaboration documentation tools 

Increase transparency through wiki-like tools  
Review the value-add of all existing documentation “rules” 

Consider the document’s audience, objective and value 
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Product Architecture 
Re-consider the product architecture and organisation alignment 

Conway’s Law in how people map to components 
Enable feature-based as opposed to component-based delivery 

Break component silos to work in project teams delivering demonstrable 
value 

Establish broader component awareness in individuals 
Allowing for more common ownership of the product set 
 

Testing 
Establish a Test strategy that considers Agile delivery 

Test activity in an Agile context, with the changing nature of roles 
Define the scope of test within sprints for the Definition of Done 

Ensure the skills and the knowledge is available in the team 
Increase Test Automation and environment availability 
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Agile @ Scale 
Establish default practices for Agile @ Scale scenarios: 

Distributed Agile software teams 
Core team and Feature team alignment 
3rd-party, non-Agile, development activity 
Non-software teams alignment  
Regulatory compliance 
Client delivery assurance gateways 

Provide specific education and support for project start-up 
With further interjections at significant milestones 
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Tools Support 
Utilise existing tools more consistently 

Specifically planning, reporting, requirements and testing 
Reducing some of the tools diversity 

Provide standard tools configurations  
Gather experiences and enhancements  

Establish the use of more collaboration tools 
Enhancing communication, transparency and trust 

 
Back-Office Enablement 
Establish more Agile-conducive work environments 

More white-boards, collaboration spaces 
Allow for the re-location of people to project spaces 

Move to where the rest of the team are based 
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Education 
Enhance existing solutions to reflect Visteon’s latest position 

Include opportunities for attendees to contribute 
Establish simulated project learning to apply practices 

Re-use a case study project for the class to work on 
Utilise the tools environments as used on projects 

Broaden the range of education options for a wider audience 
Consider each stakeholder and participants needs 

Allow for certification options to become follow-on activity 
Encouraging self-learning and personal advancement 
 

Agile Task-Force 
Establish an Agile initiative team and full-time leader 

Time commitments to execute the plan in-line with the change backlog 
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